
 
 

Proposal Evaluation 

Project Mission: The Watershed Classroom works to implement exceptionally engaging 
curriculum about the Petaluma River and Watershed in Petaluma City Schools to educate 
youth in Petaluma about their place in our environment, how their decisions and actions 

affect their environment and inspire youth to conserve and celebrate the Petaluma 
Watershed.

 

1. Essential Question: This is a single driving question at the core of the project which 

students will work to answer over the course of the unit. 

Please rate the essential question on a scale of 1-5 where 5 is the best possible score. 

Consider: Is the central question compelling? Does it encompass the educator’s plans for 

the unit?  

1    2    3    4    5 

Feedback:  

 

 

2. Key learning objectives: These are concrete objectives for knowledge, understanding, 

and performance which relate back to the essential question.  

Please rate the project’s learning objectives on a scale of 1-5. Consider: Do the learning 

objectives relate back to the essential question? Do you feel that the assessment strategies 

outlined will be sufficient in evaluating the achievement of the objectives? 

1    2    3    4    5 



Feedback: 

 

 

3. Includes at least three outdoor fieldwork activities. 

Please rate the fieldwork activities outlined in the application on a scale of 1-5. Consider: 

Are there at least three? Do they relate back to the essential question? Do they take place 

inside the Petaluma Watershed? Do they involve hands on learning?  

1    2    3    4    5 

Feedback: 

 

 

4. Supports state standards: CA Common Core, CA History and Social Science Content 

Standards, Next Generation Science Standards, and/or CA Blueprint for Environmental 

Literacy. 

Please rate the project’s ability to support the state standards listed on the application on a 

scale of 1-5. Consider: Do the activities listed clearly support the state standard(s) listed? 

Are there other standards you believe this project supports? 

1    2    3    4    5 

Feedback: 

 

 

5. Produces a public product: Students have a way to share their work with the 

community. 



Please rate the project’s public product(s) on a scale of 1-5. Consider: Will the proposed 

product be a good representation of student work? Will the product be shared outside of 

the classroom? Is there anyone else this product can/should be shared with? Can one or 

more of the products be easily shared at the Student Showcase?  

1    2    3    4    5 

Feedback: 

 

 

6. Has a clear connection to the Petaluma Watershed 

Rate this project’s connection to the Petaluma Watershed on a scale of 1-5. Consider: Is the 

school within the Petaluma Watershed? Is this project place based/Petaluma Watershed 

specific? Does this project do a good enough job of framing learning in a watershed 

context? 

1    2    3    4    5 

Feedback: 

 

 

7. Planning and Sequence 

Rate this project’s timeline on a scale of 1-5. Consider: Are the activities presented in a 

logical order that build on the essential question over time? Are approximate dates given 

for all activities listed? Does the timeline contain an entry activity, at least 3 field work 

activities, plans to administer the watershed classroom assessment, a plan to share 

products with the public, and any other assessment/class work mentioned in the 

application? 



1    2    3    4    5 

Feedback: 

 
 
 
 
8. Celebration and Conservation 

Finally, Friends of the Petaluma River works to celebrate and conserve the Petaluma River 
and Watershed. The Watershed Classroom is designed to inspire students to also celebrate 
and conserve the Watershed.  To what extent will this curriculum proposal help foster a 
sense of joy and understanding of the Petaluma Watershed? Please rate this aspect of this 
curriculum proposal on a scale of 1 through 5: 

 

1    2    3    4    5 

Feedback: 

 

 

Evaluator Name:  

Affiliation:  

Total Evaluation Score (Out of 40):  


